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Abstract
Constructing correct concurrent garbage collection algorithms is
notoriously hard. Numerous such algorithms have been proposed,
implemented, and deployed – and yet the relationship among them
in terms of speed and precision is poorly understood, and the
validation of one algorithm does not carry over to others.
As programs with low latency requirements written in garbagecollected languages become part of society’s mission-critical infrastructure, it is imperative that we raise the level of confidence in
the correctness of the underlying system, and that we understand
the trade-offs inherent in our algorithmic choice.
In this paper we present correctness-preserving transformations
that can be applied to an initial abstract concurrent garbage collection algorithm which is simpler, more precise, and easier to prove
correct than algorithms used in practice — but also more expensive
and with less concurrency. We then show how both pre-existing and
new algorithms can be synthesized from the abstract algorithm by
a series of our transformations. We relate the algorithms formally
using a new definition of precision, and informally with respect to
overhead and concurrency.
This provides many insights about the nature of concurrent
collection, allows the direct synthesis of new and useful algorithms,
reduces the burden of proof to a single simple algorithm, and lays
the groundwork for the automated synthesis of correct concurrent
collectors.

1. Introduction
As garbage-collected languages like Java and C# become more and
more widely used, the long pauses introduced by traditional synchronous (“stop the world”) collection are unacceptable in many
domains. This is true both at the high end, where the collection of
multi-gigabyte heaps causes very long pauses, and at the low end,
where systems are used for real-time, embedded, and sensor applications requiring very low latency. As a result, concurrent collectors are now available in most major production virtual machines.
However, concurrent collectors are extremely complex and
error-prone. Since such collectors now form part of the trusted
computing base of a large portion of the world’s mission-critical
software infrastructure, such unreliability is unacceptable.
The study of concurrent collectors began with Steele [40], Dijkstra [21], and Lamport [31].
Concurrent collectors were quickly recognized as paradigmatic
examples of the difficulty of constructing correct concurrent algorithms: Steele’s algorithm contained an error which he subsequently corrected [41], and Dijkstra’s algorithm contained an error
discovered and corrected by Stenning and Woodger [21]. Doligez
and Leroy developed a multiprocessor collector for ML [23] which
was subsequently found to contain an error [22]. Furthermore,

some correct algorithms [9] had informal proofs that were found
to contain errors [36].
Much later, Yuasa [45] introduced the snapshot-based algorithm, which is conceptually simpler and trades earlier termination
and increased concurrency for reduced precision.
Many additional incremental and concurrent algorithms have
been introduced over the last 30 years [30, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16,
17, 24, 26, 27, 29, 32, 34, 35, 39, 44], but there has been very little
experimental comparison of the algorithms and no formal study of
their relative merits. While there is now a well-established “bag
of tricks” for concurrent collectors, each algorithm composes them
differently based on the intuition and experience of the designer.
However, because of the complex interactions of the invariants
required by the different “tricks,” many potential combinations of
techniques are not used, leading to an underexplored design space.
Furthermore, since each algorithm is different, a correctness proof
for one algorithm cannot be re-used for others.
All concurrent collectors must decide how to answer the following basic questions:
• Where is the collector in its progress through the heap?
• Which objects must be traced to guarantee that all live objects

will be found?
• How does the collector terminate in spite of allocation?
• Which interleavings are allowed between the mutator and the

collector?
Our long-term research agenda is to generate a provably correct
concurrent garbage collector from a simple, declarative specification of the techniques that should be applied to meet the particular
needs of the target system with respect to latency, throughput, and
space consumption.
In previous work [43] we hypothesized that the way in which
the above questions are answered could be expressed as transformations of a single base algorithm, informally described some such
transformations, and evaluated their relative performance experimentally.
In this work we substantiate that hypothesis: we present a single
algorithm (which we call the Apex algorithm) and a set of composable transformations corresponding to each of the above questions.
Each transformation can be applied to arbitrary subsets of the objects, or to restricted subsets for which we present precise formulations.
Transformations can be applied at the granularity of a single
object in the heap. This simplifies the proof methodology since we
can reason inductively about the transformation, but also allows
enormous flexibility since different transformations can reliably be
applied to different objects depending on their characteristics.
Furthermore, we formalize for the first time the notion of the
relative precision of concurrent collectors, and express the transformations as correctness-preserving and precision-reducing. We also

discuss informally how the reduction in precision provides useful
tradeoffs in terms of implementation cost, speed of convergence,
and level of concurrency.
Our transformational approach yields a wide range of algorithms. We show derivations for some well-known existing algorithms, and also derive some new algorithms which we expect will
have desirable properties in practice. In particular, our generalization and formalization of the tradeoff between incremental-update
and snapshot-at-the-beginning approaches allows a novel approach
to newly allocated objects which yields high precision combined
with rapid termination.
The contributions of this paper are:
• A formal framework for describing concurrent garbage collec-

tion algorithms;
• The simple “Apex” algorithm from which all others are derived;
• a set of transformations that can be applied to it to yield an enor-

mous number of potential algorithms with different precision,
concurrency, and efficiency properties;
• A formal definition of what constitutes relative precision of
concurrent collectors;
• a proof of correctness for the transformations, which are shown
to be precision-reducing (while improving other aspects of the
algorithm);
• The application of the methodology to yield incremental update collectors in the styles of Dijkstra and Steele, snapshort
collectors like that of Yuasa, as well as previously unknown algorithms with high precision, rapid termination, and high concurrency.
This work is presented in the context of a mark-and-sweep style
of collector. While we show the synchronization with the sweep
phase, we do not consider the details of its implementation, which
contains a number of its own complexities. We have also simplified
the design space by using a write barrier which is always atomic.
This corresponds to some but not all implementations used in practice (for instance on a uni-processor safe point based virtual machine, or for write barriers whose synchronization can be implemented with a single compare-and-swap). So in general some manual transformation may still be required to achieve desired performance in the resulting algorithms.
A key aspect of this work is the modularization of the proof
obligations. Although we have not proved the correctness of the
Apex collector, we have proved the correctness of a broad variety
of transformations needed for the creation of an efficient algorithm.
This breaks the requirements for the creation of a correct algorithm
and implementation into small modular proof components which
can be re-used across an enormous range of algorithms, rather than
requiring a monolithic proof of each new algorithm.

2. A Parametric Concurrent Collector
In this section we present a simple formulation of concurrent collectors using a common algorithm, in which the differences between algorithms are encapsulated in a function (called expose)
which chooses objects to use as the starting points for additional
transitive closure operations which find and mark live data that
would otherwise have been hidden by concurrent mutation.
The expose function makes these choices based on a log of mutator and collector operations, which is the formal analogue to the
information captured by the write barrier in real-world implementations.
2.1 A Trace Model for Concurrent Collectors
We model the heap as an infinite set U of objects. Each object obj
contains a set F ields = {f1 , . . . , fF } of fields. A field fi is a

function fi : U → U ∪{null} mapping an object to another object,
or to a designated value null. Without loss of generality we assume
that all objects have the same set of fields F . For convenience, we
use obj .fi to denote the value fi (obj).
All reachable objects are reachable from a finite set of R root
objects, denoted root1 , . . . , rootR .
For the time being we assume that stack frames are heapallocated – some systems, especially for functional languages are
in fact implemented in this way.
A global state of the program consists of: (i) the heap; (ii) the
state of the mutator; (iii) the state of the collector. We model the
mutator as a sequence of allocations and mutations of pointers over
a given heap. The state of the mutator is its position in the sequence
of allocations and mutations. The state of the collector consists of
an assignment of values to all its variables.
A program trace is a potentially infinite sequence of program
global states, where a sequence is defined in a standard way as
a map from natural numbers to an alphabet Σ. Given a sequence
S = S0 , S1 , . . ., we define its finite prefix P of length |P | = k, to
be the first k letters in the sequence S0 , S1 , . . . , Sk−1 , and denote
it by pre(S, k).
Given a finite sequence prefix P and a sequence S, we denote
the concatenation of P and S by P • S. Similarly, given a finite
sequence prefix P and a letter τ ∈ Σ, we denote by P • τ the
concatenation of P and τ .
Our algorithm uses an interaction log to record information
about the combined behavior of the collector and the mutator. This
log is used by the collection algorithm to select the objects to be
marked. A log of the interleaving of mutator/collector operations
is natural for a concurrent collector because it closely matches the
use of write barriers in practical implementations: the function of
the write barrier is to synchronize with the collector, which in some
collectors is in fact done with a log of heap writes.
The interaction log is a sequence of log entries of the following
kinds: (i) a tracing entry recording a tracing action of the collector
as it traverses the heap during the marking phase; (ii) a mutation
entry recording a pointer redirection action by the mutator; (iii) an
allocation entry recording an allocation of a new object by the
mutator. This is formally defined as follows:
D EFINITION 2.1. A log entry is a tuple hk, source, f ld, old, newi ∈
{T, M, A} × U × F ields × (U ∪ {null}) × (U ∪ {null}) where:
• k identifies the kind of action as one of tracing, mutation, or
allocation, denoted by T, M, and A, respectively.
• source is the object affected by the action.
• f ld is the field of source affected by the action.
• old is the value of the field source.f ld prior to the action.
• new is the value of source.f ld subsequent to the action.
Tracing actions do not change the structure of the heap; therefore
old = new for all tracing entries. Allocation actions allocate the
object new, which must not appear previously in the trace.
For convenience, we define selectors for log entry tuples. Given
a tuple τ = hK, s, f, o, ni, we define τ.kind = K, τ.source = s,
τ.f ield = f , τ.old = o, and τ.new = n.
2.2 The Parametric Algorithm
Fig. 1 presents the pseudo-code for a parametric concurrent markand-sweep collector. The operation of this collector is defined over
a prefix of the interaction log, recording the collector and mutator
interaction. Recording mutator actions in the log is performed by
the mutator’s write and allocation barriers, as shown in Fig. 2.
Before describing the algorithm in more detail, we first describe
the assumptions we have made for clarity of presentation and the
assumptions under which the algorithm operates:

collect() {
atomic
marked ← {root1 , . . . , root

S R}
pending ← pending ∪
x∈marked f ields(x)
do {
mark()
addOrigins()
} while (?)
atomic
addOrigins()
mark()
sweep()
}
mark() {
while (pending 6= ∅) {
(obj, f ld) ← removeElement(pending)
atomic
dst ← obj.f ld
log ← log • hT, obj, f ld, dst, dsti
if (dst 6= null ∧ dst 6∈ marked){
marked ← marked ∪ {dst}
pending ← pending ∪ f ields(dst)
}
}
}
addOrigins() {
atomic
origins ← expose(log) \ marked
marked ← marked ∪ origins
S

pending ← pending ∪
x∈origins f ields(x)
}

Figure 1. Parametric Mark-and-Sweep Collector.

overlapped) collections can be performed by differentiating T
entries accordingly.
The parametric collection algorithm does not explicitly define how
objects are selected to be marked as live. This is defined to be a
parameter of the collector. The algorithm, however, does restrict
concurrency by making two decisions:
• assuming that write barriers are atomic with respect to collector
operations. This assumption is inline with practical systems as
mutators and the collector are only allowed to interleave at safe
points, which do not include the write-barriers. Effectively, this
means that a collector cannot preempt a mutator during a write
barrier. Under this assumption, we can restrict attention to a
system with a single mutator thread without loss of generality.
• the collector is able to trace object fields in an arbitrary order,
that is, rather than scanning fields of each object in order.
The collection cycle of the algorithm is described in the collect()
procedure. The collection cycle consists of two phases: (i) the
marking phase, in which the collector marks potentially live objects; (ii) the sweeping phase, in which unmarked objects are reclaimed.
The collection cycle starts by atomically selecting the set of root
objects as origins. This operation is executed atomically, and thus
no concurrent mutations could be performed by the mutator.
After selecting the root objects as origins, the collector proceeds
by repeatedly tracing heap objects and marking them (mark()
procedure), and adding origins to be considered by the collector due
to concurrent mutations performed by the mutator (addOrigins()
procedure). These two steps are repeated until a non-deterministic
choice (denoted by ‘?’ in the figure) triggers a move to an atomic
phase in which the remaining origins and objects to be marked are
processed atomically. This atomic phase guarantees the termination of the algorithm, and is in line with some practical collector
implementations (e.g., [7]). Nevertheless, in Section 5.5, we show
how to derive algorithms in which this atomic marking phase can
be eliminated.
At the end of the marking phase, the marked set contains the
objects that are marked as live, and the collection cycle proceeds to
the sweep phase, reclaiming unmarked objects and completing the
collection cycle.
2.3 Marking Traversal

mutate(source, f ld, new) {
atomic
log ← log • hM, source, f ld, source.f ld, newi
source.f ld ← new
}
mutateAlloc(source, f ld) {
atomic
new ← allocate new object
log ← log • hA, source, f ld, source.f ld, newi
source.f ld ← new
}

Figure 2. Mutator write-barrier and allocation-barrier.

• we do not specify how the sweep() operation proceeds, ex-

cept to ensure that there is the proper synchronization between
the mark and sweep phases. We also do not consider compaction, which requires the dynamic relocation of objects.
While these are both important issues, they are beyond the
scope of this work.
• we assume that there is only a single execution of a collection
cycle at any given point in time. That is, the T operations in
the log all belong to a single collection cycle. Multiple (even

The mark() procedure implements a collector traversal of the
heap. In the algorithm, we use a pair (obj, f ld) to denote the
field f ld of an object obj. We use obj.f ld to denote the object
pointed to by the field f ld of the object obj, and f ields(obj) =
{(obj, f1 ), . . . , (obj, fF )} to denote the set of all object fields for
a given object obj.
The procedure uses a set pending of pending fields to be traversed, and performs a transitive traversal of the heap by iteratively
removing an object field from the set pending and tracing from
it. Whenever an object field is traced-from, the procedure inserts a
tracing entry into the log. When the traced object field points to an
unmarked object, the object is marked, and its fields are added to
the pending set.
During this traversal, the mutator might concurrently modify the
heap. These concurrent mutations might cause reachable objects
to be hidden from the traversal, and thus remain unmarked by the
traversal.
2.3.1 The Collector Wavefront
All collectors discussed in this paper rely on cooperation between
the collector and the mutator to guarantee correctness in the presence of concurrency. A key part of the cooperation is tracking the
progress of the collector through the heap, since mutations can be
treated differently depending on whether they happened in the por-

tion of the heap already scanned by the collector (behind the wavefront) or not yet scanned (ahead of the wavefront). The wavefront
consists of the set of object fields (that is, not the values of the
pointers in those fields) that have been traced by the collector thus
far.
D EFINITION 2.2. Given a log prefix P , the collector wavefront is
the set of object-fields that have been traced by collector operations
in P , that is:
W(P ) = {(Pi .source, Pi .f ield) | Pi .kind = T ∧ 0 ≤ i < |P |}
Given a log prefix P , we say that an object field (o, f ) is behind the
wavefront when (o, f ) ∈ W(P ), and ahead of the wavefront when
(o, f ) 6∈ W(P ).
Most practical collectors use conservative abstractions of the
wavefront rather than the precise definition provided here. That
is, the wavefront is tracked at an object granularity. However, the
precise wavefront is not merely theoretical and has recently been
used in the hardware-assisted collector for the Azul Java server,
which has a “not marked-through” bit in every pointer [18].
E XAMPLE 2.3. Fig. 3 shows an example of a possible mutator
and collector interleaving. In this figure, the progress of collector
tracing through the heap is shown by the tracing actions T1 , . . . , T6 ,
and by using a darker color for traced fields. The sequence of
mutations is shown as M1 , . . . , M7 . For brevity, we only present
part of the states and show the effect of multiple operations in a
single step.
The interaction log prefix P e for this example is:
hT, r1, f 2, A, Ai, hT, A, f 1, null, nulli, hT, r1, f 3, null, nulli,
hM, r1, f 1, null, Bi, hM, A, f 1, null, Bi, hM, r1, f 3, null, Ei,
hM, A, f 2, C, nulli, hM, r1, f 1, B, nulli, hT, A, f 2, null, nulli,
hT, r1, f 1, null, nulli, hM, A, f 3, D, nulli, hM, A, f 1, B, nulli,
hT, A, f 3, null, nulli

When the mutator performs an assignment source.f ld ← new
with new 6= null, we say that a pointer is installed from
(source, f ld) to new. When the object field (source, f ld) is behind the wavefront, we say that the pointer is installed behind the
wavefront. Similarly, we may say that the pointer is installed ahead
of the wavefront.
Similarly, whenever we assign a value to a field (source, f ld)
containing an existing pointer, we say that the existing pointer is
deleted. If the field (source, f ld) is ahead (behind) of the wavefront, we say that the pointer is deleted ahead (behind) of the wavefront.
E XAMPLE 2.4. In Fig. 3 the mutation (M2 ) results in a pointer
from (A, f 1) to B installed behind the wavefront, and the mutation
(M6 ) results in the pointer from (A, f 3) to D being deleted ahead
of the wavefront.

3. The Apex Algorithm
This section introduces the Apex algorithm, an instance of the
parametric collector presented in Fig. 1. The Apex algorithm is the
starting point for the derivation steps which follow in the rest of the
paper.
The Apex algorithm makes use of a technique called rescanning. Rescanning is a technique which given a set of objects, identifies the object fields that were modified behind the collector wavefront. It then returns the pointers to the objects residing in those
modified fields. This approach is necessary to expose reachable
objects that are hidden by a sequence in which: (i) a pointer to an
object is stored in a field behind the wavefront; (ii) all other paths to
the object ahead of the wavefront are removed before the collector
reaches them.
Rescanning provides a high degree of accuracy, since all hidden
pointers are identified precisely.

The wavefront at the end of the shown prefix P e is: W(P e ) =
{(r1, f 2), (r1, f 3), (A, f 1), (A, f 2), (r1, f 1), (A, f 3)}

exposeapex (P ) = {o.f | Pi .source = o ∧ Pi .f ield = f ∧ 0 ≤ i < |P |
∧ Pi .kind ∈ {M, A} ∧ (o, f ) ∈ W(pre(P, i))}

2.4 Adding Origins

Given a log prefix P , exposeapex (P ) returns the current contents of all of the mutated fields behind wavefront.
Note that because the execution of expose is performed inside
of an atomic block in the algorithm in Figure 2, the rescanning of
all of the fields of all of the objects that were modified are scanned
atomically. This means that a pure rescanning algorithm has very
low concurrency.

The addOrigins() procedure uses the log of mutator and collector interaction to select a set of additional objects to be considered as origins, marked as live and traced from. When this procedure is invoked by the collector, it is possible that a number of
reachable pointers were hidden by the mutator behind the W during the mark() procedure.
The addOrigins() procedure finds those hidden pointers
and produces a set of objects to be used as additional origins. This
set is a safe over-approximation of the reachable objects, which
were hidden during the mark(). The core of addOrigins() is
the function expose which takes a log prefix and returns a set of
objects that should be considered as additional origins. Each object
returned by expose is then marked, and its fields are inserted into
the pending set.
All algorithms effectively differ in their expose function. In the
next sections, we will present different choices of expose which
correspond to various garbage-collection algorithms.
2.4.1 Mutator Barriers
Fig. 2 shows the write-barrier and allocation-barrier used by the
mutator. The procedure mutate(source,fld,new) is called
by the mutator to mutate a pointer in the heap. The procedure
mutateAlloc(source,fld) is called by the mutator to allocate a new object and store it in the given object field. To collaborate with the collector, the mutator barriers record their actions in
the interaction log.

E XAMPLE 3.1. Consider the example interleaving of Fig. 3. The
function exposeapex (P e ) atomically performs rescanning of the
fields (A, f 1) and (r1, f 3). This results with exposeapex (P e ) =
{E}. Unless returned by exposeapex , object E would have been
lost. Assuming there are no further mutations, the objects marked
by the Apex algorithm in this collection cycle will be: {r1, A, E}.
In future sections, we see that other (less precise) collectors will
consider additional objects as live.
Conceptually, Apex is very similar to the Steele algorithm [40]
algorithm, but with an accurate W definition.
The Apex algorithm is used as the base algorithm in our framework from which all other algorithms are derived using correctnesspreserving transformations. Fig. 4 shows part of the derived algorithms, ordered by relative precision.
In this paper, our focus is on unifying the various collection
algorithms, and relating them in terms of precision. We show that
our transformations are correctness-preserving, but assume that the
Apex algorithm is a correct starting point.
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Figure 3. Example interleaving of mutations and tracing operations.
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of the form (SR, IS, F L, W C, BC).

4. Precision of Collection Algorithms
In this section, we introduce the notion of relative precision of
concurrent collection algorithms. This allows us to formally relate
the various algorithms which are instantiated in our parametric
framework.
A correct marking algorithm must satisfy both a safety property
that it mark at least all live objects, and a liveness property that
it terminates. These requirements can be satisfied by a variety of
correct collectors with varying degrees of precision, efficiency, and
atomicity.
The algorithmic differences between the various collectors are
manifested in the additional unreachable objects that they mark
(and thus retain). It is therefore natural to define relative precision
between two collectors by comparing their marked sets at the end
of the marking phase.
There is a trade-off between the precision of a collector and the
degree of concurrency it provides. For example, a stop-the-world
collector trades all concurrency for obtaining maximal precision
(all unreachable objects are collected). Other algorithms provide
a higher degree of concurrency (finer grained atomicity), at the
expense of retaining more unreachable objects at the end of the
marking phase.

In this paper we focus on the relative precision of algorithms
under a given predetermined kind of atomicity. That is, the atomicity constraints of the generic algorithm are fixed and all instantiated algorithms in our parametric framework follow the same
atomicity restrictions, namely the atomic blocks used in Figures 1
and 2. The precision-reducing transformations presented in the next
section create opportunities for concurrency-increasing transformations. Although we do not deal with concurrency transformations
which alter atomic sections, the instantiated algorithms do have a
shorter duration of these atomic sections. As future work we plan
on extending the parametric framework in this paper to include
atomicity transformations.
An algorithm in our framework consists of the skeletons of
Figures 1 and 2, instantiated with an arbitrary expose function.
Note that this may or may not be a correct algorithm.
We now consider the question of the relative precision of two algorithms. Intuitively, a more precise algorithm should always mark
fewer objects. However, this is not the case because the actual set
of objects marked depends on the specific interleaving of mutator
and collector. In fact, there exist algorithms and interleavings such
that an algorithm that always selects more objects from the mutation log as origins for transitive marking will in fact mark fewer
objects during the collection as a whole.
This is because what such a notion of precision compares is
not necessarily the effect of the algorithm but may be the effect of
arbitrary interleavings. Thus, a meaningful comparison must factor
out the non-deterministic effects of particular executions caused by
such random variations as temperature-induced changes in CPU
speed, rather than the action of the collector itself.
We therefore consider algorithm C2 to be less precise when for
any given global state it exposes more objects for marking than
algorithm C1 . We therefore consider the effect of exposeC1 on
any interaction log obtained by C2 , and show that when transitive
marking is complete (when pending = ∅), exposeC1 returns a
subset of the objects returned by exposeC2 .
D EFINITION 4.1. Given two collection algorithms C1 and C2 , we
say that C1 is more precise than C2 , denoted C1 ⊑ C2 , when given
any global state of C2 with an interaction log l and where the set
pending is empty, exposeC1 (l) ⊆ exposeC2 (l).
In the following section we present precision-reducing and
correctness-preserving transformations of algorithms in our framework, and show that if the initial algorithm C1 is correct, then the
resulting algorithm C2 is also correct.

5. Correctness-preserving Transformations
In this section, we present various transformations that can be combined to systematically derive safe collection algorithms from the

Apex collector. For each transformation, we show that its application is correctness-preserving and precision-reducing.
Each transformation is applied across a dimension. Dimensions
are the formal analogue of the basic variables in the design of a
collector as presented informally in the introduction. Specifically,
we parameterize the collector with the following dimensions:
• Wavefront: how far has the collector progressed?
• Policy: how are modified objects behind the wavefront treated?
• Threshold: how large are cross-wavefront counts allowed to

grow before they are “stuck”?
• Protection: which objects are traced to guarantee that all live
objects are found?
• Allocation: how does the collector handle newly allocated objects to ensure timely termination?
A dimension is described by an ordered partition hP1 , . . . , Pn i
of the objects in U, where each subset of the partition corresponds
to a different manner of handling objects in the dimension.
The subsets of a partition have the property that moving an object to a subset “to the right” yields an algorithm of lower precision.
Formally, the relation between subsets is such that if i < j, x ∈ Pi ,
algorithm C uses partition h. . . , Pi , . . . , Pj , . . .i and algorithm C ′
uses partition h. . . , Pi \ {x}, . . . , Pj ∪ {x}, . . .i, then C ⊑ C ′ .
For each dimension, we have generalized the algorithm so that
all of the mechanisms represented by the subsets can be used
simultaneously within a collector. In some dimensions, there is
no restriction on the partitioning of U; for others, we specify a
restriction formally.
All theorems stated in the paper are proved, but due to space
restrictions are provided in an online supplement [42].

as follows:
W > (P )

=

{(o, f ) | (o, f ) ∈ W(P ) ∧ o ∈ F L} ∪
{(o, f ) | ∃f ′ ∈F ields : (o, f ′ ) ∈ W(P ) ∧
f ∈ F ields ∧ o ∈ OL}

W < (P )

=

{(o, f ) | (o, f ) ∈ W(P ) ∧ o ∈ F L} ∪
{(o, f ) | ∀f ′ ∈F ields : (o, f ′ ) ∈ W(P ) ∧
f ∈ F ields ∧ o ∈ OL}

The abstracted wavefront consists of two functions, WF>L (P )
and WF<L (P ). The function WF>L (P ) over-approximates the set of
object fields behind the wavefront. The function WF<L (P ) underapproximates the set of objects fields behind the wavefront (and
thus over-approximates the set of object fields ahead of the wavefront). Both functions are needed because expose functions that depend on an object’s field being behind or ahead of the wavefront
must each use a conservative approximation.
E XAMPLE 5.1. Consider a prefix of the example interleaving of
Fig. 3 just before tracing action (T 6) is performed and the field
(A, f 3) is traced. For this prefix P assuming F L = ∅ we get the
following:
W(P ) = {(r1, f 2), (r1, f 3), (A, f 1), (A, f 2), (r1, f 1)}
W > (P ) = {(r1, f 2), (r1, f 3), (A, f 1), (A, f 2), (r1, f 1), (A, f 3)}
W < (P ) = {(r1, f 2), (r1, f 3), (r1, f 1)}
The wavefront abstraction transformation moves an object o
from F L to OL.
THEOREM 5.2. The wavefront abstraction transformation is a
correctness-preserving and precision-reducing transformation.

5.2 The Policy Dimension
5.1 The Wavefront Dimension
The wavefront denotes the progress of the collector through the
heap. We defined the precise wavefront in Section 2.3.1: it consists
of the set of object fields that have thus far been traced by the
collector. The expose functions determine how to handle mutations
to the heap depending on whether they occur behind or in front of
the wavefront.
The wavefront dimension represents different choices for the
granularity at which the collector progress is tracked. Tracking the
wavefront precisely may be inefficient because it requires per-field
information, so it is sometimes desirable to sacrifice some precision
in exchange for a more efficient implementation.
The wavefront dimension is an ordered partition of the objects
in U into: DW = hF L, OLi, where objects in the F L subset
have their wavefront tracked precisely (at “Field Level”) as in
Definition 2.2, while objects in the OL subset do not distinguish
between fields within an object (and are tracked at “Object Level”).
One could further generalize this dimension to include all possible subsets of fields for all objects, but we do not consider this
here for simplicity of presentation.
There are no restrictions on how the objects may be partitioned
in the wavefront dimension.

5.1.1 Wavefront Abstraction
The wavefront abstraction transformation abstracts the exact collector wavefront, and tracks the collector’s progress at the granularity of an object rather than at the granularity of individual fields
of objects. Given the set F L of objects for which the wavefront is to
be maintained at the field level, we define the abstracted wavefront

Traditionally, when deciding how to protect against lost objects,
implementers have thought in terms of the three classical types of
write barriers: those of Dijkstra [21], which records the new pointer
stored into an object; of Steele [40], which records the pointer to
the object being modified; and of Yuasa [45], which records the old
pointer that was overwritten.
However, while this decomposition may seem intuitive it does
not in fact capture the essential properties of the design space in
an orthogonal manner. Therefore, we introduce two separate and
orthogonal dimensions which determine how objects are protected
and do so in a manner that allows the different mechanisms to be
composed.
In the Apex collector of Section 3, we used rescanning as a
uniform policy for protecting all objects. The key to the simplicity
of rescanning is that it finds all pointers to traverse in an atomic
step of the expose operator.
However, this atomicity is costly and therefore rescanning is
generally applied to some minimal portions of the memory, such as
the stacks, for which it is practical to do so. The rest of the objects
are processed incrementally from the log.
The policy dimension determines whether the modifications to
a field are found by atomically scanning the heap (called “Scanbased Reachability”) or by examining the log (called “Log-based
Reachability”).
This dimension is an ordered partition of objects in U into
DP = hSR, LRi
The objects in SR are rescanned as described previously; the objects in the LR are discovered solely by processing the log, without
accessing the contents of the heap.
There are no restrictions on how the objects may be partitioned
in the policy dimension.

5.2.1 Rescanning
In order to define an expose function that works along this dimension, we first have to refine the simplified definition of a rescanning
collector we presented in Section 3 and parameterize it according
to the potentially imprecise wavefront and the partitioned policy
dimension:
exposer (P ) = {o.f | Pi .kind ∈ {M, A}
∧ Pi .source = o ∧ Pi .f ield = f
∧ (o, f ) ∈ W > (pre(P, i)) ∧ o ∈ SR ∧ Pi .new ∈ IS
∧ 0 ≤ i < |P |}
For the time being the set IS = U; non-trivial use will be made of
the set IS below for the protection dimension.
5.2.2 Maintaining Cross-Wavefront Counts
With rescanning, if a field of an object is modified repeatedly, rescanning will only see the final value when it processes the log. That
is, there may have been intermediate values stored by the mutator and subsequently overwritten. We now describe a different way
of discovering the resulting pointers, which is based on reference
counting of pointers from behind the wavefront.
In particular, we observe that if a field initially contains a pointer
p0 and then has a sequence of pointers p1 , . . . , pn written to it,
then rescanning will find only pn . If we were to apply a specialized
form of reference counting, then the reference counts of pointers
p1 , . . . , pn−1 would remain unchanged: they would be first incremented and then decremented. In the end, only the reference counts
of p0 and pn would change, being decremented and incremented,
respectively. This means that the intermediate reference counting
operations can be ignored.
This observation is originally due to Barth [8], and is central to
the multiprocessor reference counting algorithm of Levanoni and
Petrank [33]. In our formulation, we use this approach to show how
rescanning can be replaced by log-based reachability which keeps
a count of references from behind the wavefront in order to identify
exactly the same objects as are found by rescanning.
Note that this is not a general form of reference counting.
Our framework only covers tracing algorithms. In particular, since
counts are only maintained from behind to in front of the wavefront,
there can be no cycles of objects with non-zero counts.
Existing approaches will subsequently be shown to be degenerate cases of reference counting in which the cross-wavefront count
is a single sticky bit (expressed by the threshold dimension).
The counting-based approach has the enormous advantage of
not requiring the synchronization of the expose function; on the
other hand it will perform n steps for the mutated field described
above, whereas rescanning would perform exactly one. One area
in which this tradeoff manifests itself is in the treatment of stacks,
whose high mutation rate makes them unsuitable for write barriers
– instead, they are rescanned atomically.
Mutator Count: The mutator count is the number of pointers to
an object from object fields behind the wavefront. This quantity
is computed with respect to a given wavefront. We assume that
some objects in the heap are rescanned objects that do not affect
the mutator count. The mutator count computation is therefore
parameterized by a set of objects LR from which the count should
be computed. To compute the mutator count from a given log
prefix P , we define the mutator-count increment and decrement as
follows:
M + (o, P ) = |{Pi | Pi .kind ∈ {M, A} ∧ Pi .new = o
∧ (Pi .source, Pi .f ield) ∈ W > (pre(P, i))
∧ Pi .source ∈ LR ∧ 0 ≤ i < |P |}|

M − (o, P ) = |{Pi | Pi .kind ∈ {M, A} ∧ Pi .old = o
∧ (Pi .source, Pi .f ield) ∈ W < (pre(P, i))
∧ Pi .source ∈ LR ∧ 0 ≤ i < |P |}|
The value M + (o, P ) is the number of new references introduced by the mutator from object fields that are behind the wavefront. Similarly, the value M − (o, P ) is the number of references
removed by the mutator from object fields behind of the wavefront.
The mutator count is computed by combining the mutator-count
increments and decrements as follows:
M (o, P ) = M + (o, P ) − M − (o, P )
E XAMPLE 5.3. Consider the example of Fig. 3 and its corresponding interaction log P e as shown in Example 2.3. Assuming that
LR = {A} and F L = U, the mutator count for B increases to 1
when the pointer from (A, f 1) is installed, and is decreased back
to 0 as the pointer is deleted. Therefore, at the end of the prefix
P e , M (B, P e ) = 0. Note that the installation from (r1, f 1) does
not increment the count, as the installation takes place ahead of the
wavefront.
Collection by Counting: Using the formulation of Section 2.2,
a counting-based collector can be instantiated using the following
expose function. We use the superscript c to denote the fact that
this function is based on counting, and name the function exposec .
exposec (P ) = {n | n = Pi .new ∧ M (n, P ) > 0
∧ n ∈ IS ∧ 0 ≤ i < |P |}
E XAMPLE 5.4. Consider the example of Fig. 3. Assuming LR =
U, F L = U, the function exposec (P e ) = {E}.
However, since counting depends on the wavefront, taking a less
precise wavefront can result with more objects being exposed. For
example, taking F L = U \ {r1} results with exposec (P e ) =
{E, B} as the count for B is incremented on the installation from
(r1, f 1) that is behind the (overapproximated) wavefront, but cannot be decremented when the mutation r1.f 1 = null takes place,
as (r1, f 1) is not behind the (underapproximated) wavefront.
Note that using a less precise wavefront resulted with additional objects exposed by the algorithm. In particular, in this case
exposec(P e ) = {E, B} is a superset of the origins exposed by
Apex algorithm on the same prefix as (see in Example 3.1).
We now formally define an expose function that works along
the DP dimension:
exposerc(P ) = exposer (P ) ∪ exposec (P )
The following theorem shows that moving along the DP dimension is a precision reducing transformation.
THEOREM 5.5. The rescanning to counting transformation, moving an object from SR to LR, is a correctness-preserving and
precision-reducing transformation.

It is interesting to note that in the special case in which a precise
wavefront is maintained for all objects, and under an infinite mutator count, the precision of any partition along the DP dimension is
identical.
5.3 The Threshold Dimension
The threshold dimension represents different choices for the precision of maintaining the mutator count introduced in the previous
section. In real systems, reference counts are usually very low, and
the mutator count, which only counts references installed from behind the wavefront, will be even lower. Therefore, it would be very
wasteful to have a reference count per object each capable of indexing the number of live objects in the heap.

The threshold limits the mutator count to a maximum value, at
which it “sticks” and is not subsequently decremented. This allows
the count to be represented with a fixed (small) number of bits
while maintaining the correctness properties provided by reference
counting.
The threshold dimension is an ordered partition of the objects
in U into:

The objects in IS are said to be I-protected, while the objects in
DS are said to be D-protected.
The partition is restricted such that every live D-protected object is reachable from a sequence of D-protected objects (this is
formalized below).

DT = hC∞ , . . . , Ck , . . . , C1 i

A snapshot-based collector marks as live all objects that were
reachable at the start of the collection cycle; objects that become
unreachable during the collection cycle are still treated as live [45].
Using the formulation of Section 2.2, a snapshot-based collector
can be defined using the following expose function. We use the
superscript d to denote the fact that this function is based on
deletion, and name the function exposed.

where the subsets represent the count with successively less and
less precision, which leads to collectors which are successively less
precise, as we will show below. There are no restrictions on how the
objects may be partitioned in the threshold dimension.
5.3.1 Abstracting Mutator Count
In practice, it is not possible to maintain an infinite mutator count.
That is, it is beneficial to limit the mutator count M (o, T ) to a small
bounded range.
Generally, the mutator count increment M (o, T ) can be abstracted to range over an interval [0, k) and ∞, defined as follows:



Mk (o, P ) =

∞,
M (o, P ),

∃i.M (o, pre(P, i)) ≥ k;
otherwise.

To the best of our knowledge, all existing algorithms use the
degenerate case where k = 1 and the mutator count is either 0 or
∞, in which case the count is simply a flag that indicates whether a
pointer to the object has been stored behind the wavefront. That is,
immediately after a pointer to an object is stored behind the wavefront, the mutator count is set to a value that cannot be decremented.
Thus we will use this special case when presenting transformations to pre-existing algorithms such as those of Dijkstra, but it
should be noted that 2- or 3-bit counts (k = 3 or k = 7) could
be implemented efficiently and would likely provide most of the
potential increase in precision available in practice.
E XAMPLE 5.6. Consider the example of Fig. 3 and its corresponding interaction log P e . Assuming that LR = U \ {r1}, IS = U,
and F L = U, the function exposec(P e ) using M1 (o, P ) exposes
B as M (B, pre(P e , 3)) = 1.
We now show that the mutator count abstraction transformation
preserves correctness and reduces precision.
THEOREM 5.7. The mutator count abstraction, moving an object
from Ck to Ck−1 is a correctness-preserving and precision-reducing
transformation.

5.4 The Protection Dimension
Fundamentally, the synchronization problem of a concurrent collector is to prevent the mutator from “hiding” objects by moving
pointers that are ahead of the wavefront to locations behind the
wavefront, and then deleting the original pointer. Therefore, safety
can fundamentally be guaranteed either by considering pointers
installed behind the wavefront (installation-based protection), or
by considering pointers deleted ahead of the wavefront (deletionbased protection).
Previously known collectors treat all pointers uniformly: socalled incremental update collectors (such as that of Dijkstra) use
installation-based protection; snapshot collectors (such as that of
Yuasa) use deletion-based protection. However, our framework allows the two approaches to be mixed, subject to some restrictions
necessary for correctness.
The protection dimension is an ordered partition of U into an
Installation Set IS and a Deletion Set DS:
Dπ = hIS, DSi

5.4.1 Snapshot-Based Collector

exposed(P ) = {o | Pi .kind = M ∧ Pi .old = o
(Pi .source, Pi .f ield) 6∈ W < (pre(P, i)) ∧ o ∈ DS ∧ 0 ≤ i < |P |}
Given a log prefix P , exposed (P ) returns all objects in DS that
were pointed-to by a field that was assigned a new value (possibly
null) before its was scanned by the collector.
E XAMPLE 5.8. Consider the example of Fig. 3. Assuming that
DS = U, and F L = U, exposed(P e ) = {B, C, D}. Note that
this exposes a superset of the origins exposed by the collector in
Example 5.4 and by the Apex collector in Example 3.1.
5.4.2 Combinations of I-protected and D-protected Objects
Using the formulation of Section 2.2, a collector combining protection policies at the granularity of objects can be defined using the
following expose:
exposercd(P ) = exposerc(P ) ∪ exposed (P )
More importantly, we introduce a transformation which changes
an object from I-protected to D-protected.
However, we must place an additional constraint on which objects in a given graph can be transformed from I-protected to Dprotected. To guarantee that an object can be safely transformed
from I-protected to D-protected, the object has to be transitively
protected by a path of D-protected objects.
D EFINITION 5.9 (Valid Protection Sequence). A valid protection
sequence to an object x is a sequence of objects o1 , . . . , ok = x
such that o1 is a root object, and for every 1 ≤ i < k, there is a
field f of oi such that oi .f = oi+1 and oi ∈ DS.
D EFINITION 5.10 (Eligibility). Given an object x ∈ IS, we say
that x is eligible for membership in DS if there exists a valid
protection sequence to x.
Transformation along the protection dimension is significantly
more complex than previous transformations because the transformed algorithm makes decisions in its expose function which
may be locally more precise and yet are globally less precise.
In particular, if a pointer to object X is stored behind the wavefront, and X is I-protected, then X will be exposed. But if X
is D-protected, it will not be exposed. But since the object is Dprotected, it will either be discovered through tracing either directly
or through an overwritten pointer in its protection sequence.
In order to consider relative precision of algorithms with nonlocal effects, we need to refine Definition 4.1:
D EFINITION 5.11 (Weak Precision). Given two collection algorithms C1 and C2 , we say that C1 is weakly more precise than C2 ,
denoted C1 E C2 , when given any global state of C2 with an interaction log l and where the set pending is empty, exposeC1 (l)⋆ ⊆
exposeC2 (l)⋆ .

That is, if the transitive closure of the objects exposed by C1 is
a subset of the transitive closure of the objects exposed by C2 .
Weak precision is implied by the strong precision of Definition 4.1, which only consider the exposed objects and not their transitive closure. Since the previous transformations have been shown
to be strongly precision reducing, they are also weakly precision
reducing.
Note that there is a direct analogue between strong and weak
precision, and the strong and weak white-black invariants of incremental update and snapshot collectors. In incremental update collectors all objects are I-protected; in snapshot collectors all objects
are D-protected.
Under this refined definition, we show that the protection transformation is weakly precision reducing.
THEOREM 5.12. Given an eligible object x ∈ IS, changing Dπ
from hIS, DSi to hIS \ {x}, DS ∪ {x}i is a weakly precisionreducing and correctness-preserving transformation.

5.5 The Allocation Dimension
To guarantee termination, an algorithm must provide a certain
level of progress on each collector marking step. In the parametric
algorithm of Fig. 1, the mark() procedure marks at least one
object each time it is called. Therefore, if no new objects are
allocated, the termination of the algorithm is guaranteed.
In the presence of allocation, however, additional mechanisms
are required to guarantee termination. The impact of allocation on
termination is that if the mutator allocation rate is faster than the
collector tracing rate, the collector might need to trace through the
newly allocated objects and thus does not terminate in a predictable
manner.
The parametric collector presented in figure Fig. 1 solves this
problem by introducing a synchronous termination phase after the
main while loop in collect. Such approach is also used in [11, 7].
As noted in [11] the worst case of this approach can degenerate to
an atomic processing of the whole heap in the case of Steele-like
barriers.
However, although in practice this rarely happens it is important
to explore options which guarantee timely termination for the worst
case as well. This is particular important for real-time collectors
were it is vital to guarantee a worst-case pause time.
Objects have typically been allocated white or black; we consider an additional kind of allocation (denoted by the color yellow)
that provides an intermediate point in the trade-off space between
precision and termination.
The dimension is an ordered partition of objects in U into:
DA = hW C, Y C, BCi
In our framework, all newly allocated objects are considered to
be members of IS, that is I-protected objects.
5.5.1 Allocating Unmarked Ahead of the Wavefront (White)
The first approach is the least conservative towards towards marking allocated objects. Effectively, they are allocated unmarked, that
is, white. In this case, the mutateAlloc need not make any special
provisions for the object, that is, mutateAlloc simply invokes the
mutate procedure.
The Apex algorithm presented earlier allocates all objects
white. However, the negative impact on termination when allocating white is that the collector may need to trace through the
objects. Allocating white is the primary reason for allowing the
collector to non-deterministically enter the synchronous termination phase at the end of the while loop in Fig. 1. It could enter
that phase after a fixed number of iterations of the while loop. In
the Apex algorithm, as mentioned already, allocating white results

in the worst-case pause time being proportional to the size of the
heap.
5.5.2 Allocating Unmarked Behind of the Wavefront (Yellow)
The termination problem introduced by objects which are allocated
white is that the collector needs to trace through these objects to
find other objects which are allocated white.
In order to avoid tracing through these white allocated objects, we introduce yellow objects. Yellow objects are allocated unmarked, but any references to objects in IS stored into a yellow
object will be treated as if the yellow object is behind the wavefront. That means that pointers can not escape into a yellow object.
In particular, it means that it is not possible for the mutator to create
chains of unmarked objects that the collector must “chase”. Nevertheless, in contrast to grey objects, yellow objects can die in the
collection cycle in which they were allocared.
The W C to Y C transformation can significantly reduce the
termination problems associated with allocating white: it eliminates
the requirement on the mark to trace through a yellow object. To
that end, when the collector encounters a yellow object, it does not
place its fields in pending.
In the case where all objects are allocated yellow, the synchronous termination phase will not need to perform any transitive
marking, since all objects reachable from live yellow objects will
have already been marked. It need only consider the directly reachable yellow objects, greatly reducing the cost of the termination
phase.
To understand why the W C to Y C transformation leads to
a less precise algorithm, consider the following simple example
(object A is the object onto which the W C to Y C transformations
is applied): (i) allocate object A; (ii) store a pointer to an unmarked
object B ∈ IS into object A; (iii) delete all other pointers to
B except the pointer from A. (iv) delete all pointers to object A;
making A unreachable.
After object A becomes unreachable in the last step, if A was
treated as a yellow object, object B will be retained. However,
object B will not be retained if A is allocated white.
THEOREM 5.13. The W C to Y C transformation is a precisionreducing and correctness-preserving transformation.

5.5.3 Allocating Marked (Black)
Termination can be further improved by taking allocated objects
completely out of consideration. This approach is to allocate objects black. Black objects can be informally thought of as yellow
objects which are allocated marked. That is, the mutateAlloc procedure is the same as the procedure for a yellow object, with the
addition that the black object is marked upon allocation.
Unlike yellow objects, black allocated objects are always considered live for this collection cycle.
The main insight for the introduction of yellow and black objects is that they are not traced through. We therefore consider these
objects outside SR.
The Y C to BC will lead to even less work for the collector as
it does not need to do additional work for these objects. Real-time
collectors such as Metronome choose to allocate all objects black.
THEOREM 5.14. The Y C to BC transformation is a precisionreducing and correctness-preserving transformation.

6. Collector Derivations
In this section, we explore a small subset of the space of concurrent collection algorithms along the dimensions of Section 5. The
space we consider is depicted in Fig. 4. We will typically explore
algorithms at the end points of a dimension. That is, we consider

the sets to be either U or ∅. For presentational simplicity, we also
assume that all derived algorithms use an abstracted wavefront (see
Section 5.1.1) and mutator count abstracted to k = 1.
We first describe several well-known collector algorithms and
where they fit into the lattice. We then discuss a few of the new
practical collectors. The names of the new algorithms are depicted
in boldface in Fig. 4.
In our parametric framework constructing new algorithms is a
matter of choosing values over the various dimensions. For example, only recently a collector which uses a precise wavefront definition has been introduced in [18]. We can instantiate similar collectors which use a precise wavefront definition by setting W to
U.
In the figure, we use a tuple of the form (SR, IS, F L, W C, BC)
to define the point of the algorithm along the dimensions of Section 5. The values for other sets along each dimension are defined
as complements using the values in the tuple, e.g., if WC= ∅ and
BC= ∅, then YC= U. In the tuple, we use the set stacks to denote
the set of stack objects, and A to denote the set of newly allocated objects. Additionally, every edge represents a precision order
relation.
6.1 Existing Algorithms
A Steele-style algorithm can be derived from the Apex collector by
applying the wavefront abstraction transformation to all objects.
A Dijkstra-style algorithm is derived from the Steele-style collector by moving all objects except stacks along the DP dimension,
that is, from SR to LR. It is less precise than the Steele-style collector.
The Yuasa algorithm is the least precise of the three existing algorithms, it allocates all objects black (i.e. BC= U) and in addition
all existing objects are D-protected.
6.2 New Algorithms
Fig. 4 contains several new algorithms of practical importance. In
this section we informally describe some of those new collectors.
The Steele-YC collector is derived from the Steele-like algorithm by applying the WC to YC transformation to all allocated
objects. This algorithm bounds the duration of the synchronous termination phase, thus addressing the main issue of algorithms that
use a Steele-like write barrier (regardless of the granularity of rescanning) such as [11, 7]. The disadvantage of this collector is that
it might retain more unreachable objects than Steele.
The Steele-BC algorithm makes an even more conservative assumption in regards to allocated objects. This leads to an opportunity to reduce the work for termination even further while still
retaining relatively high precision for existing heap objects. This
algorithm could be beneficial for applications where most of the allocated objects are long lived (i.e. do not die during the collection
cycle), such as the mature space of generation collectors.
The precision of the Steele-BC algorithm can be reduced further
(and hence the potential for concurrency is increased) by moving
along the DP dimension, moving all objects but stacks from SR to
LR resulting with the Dijkstra-BC algorithm.
The Steele-D algorithm, derived from Steele by moving “to the
right” on the Dπ dimension, uses synchronous termination and at
the same time considers all existing objects as live. However, the
algorithm Steele-D-YC which is derived from Steele-D bounds that
synchronous phase.

paper effectively contained two very complex abstract algorithms,
and a few discontinuous “transformations” where their application
was only described informally. Moreover, the resulting collectors
could not be related.
In [10], separation logic is used to prove the correctness of a
stop-the-world copying garbage collector. However, with the extension of separation logic to concurrency [14], it may be possible
to formally prove the Apex algorithm presented in this work.
Another work modelling collectors is [12]. In this paper, the
authors use CCS to specify a stop-the-world collector, and temporal logic to specify its liveness and safety properties. However, the
presented algorithm is not concurrent and although the collector is
specified in CCS, there is no attempt at verifying the presented algorithm. The authors do note however that proving the correctness
of a concurrent collector would be even more challenging.
Several works formally verify the correctness of Ben-Ari’s and
Dijkstra’s algorithms [9, 21]. The focus of Ben-Ari’s algorithm
is correctness rather than efficiency. However, both of these algorithms are not practical because their worst-case time complexity is
quadratic in the size of the heap.
In [37], Ben-Ari’s algorithm is verified for both single and
multi-mutator systems using Owicki-Gries’s logic in the HOL theorem proving system. In the work of [25], again Ben-Ari’s algorithm is verified using the PVS theorem proving system. Similar
work has been done by [38], where he proves Ben-Ari’s algorithm
but this time in Boyer-Moore’s theorem prover. In [28], Dijkstra’s
algorithm has been verified again in the PVS theorem prover. The
paper of [15], proves Ben-Ari’s algorithm using the B and Coq systems. These works are complementary to ours in the sense that they
concentrate on formally proving a particular collector algorithm.
The formal systems used for that purpose may be utilized in proving Apex correct. The works of [19, 20] define a framework to
describe generational and conservative collectors. However, it only
deals with stop-the-world algorithms. Another transformational approach to collectors can be found in [20]. The authors use the
SETL wide spectrum language to specify an initially correct and
inefficient implementation of a stop-the-world collector. Through
loop fusion and formal differentiation transformations, they obtain
a more precise implementation of a well-known stop-the-world algorithm. The transformations in our work are specific to the world
of concurrent marking collectors.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented a mechanism to automatically generate
various correct concurrent garbage collector algorithms.
The mechanism consists of starting with a correct initial algorithm and applying a set of correct object-level transformations,
with each application yielding a new concurrent algorithm.
We also introduced a definition of precision which allows us to
formaly relate the various algorithms. For understanding purposes,
it is important to follow a structured approach in designing such
complex algorithms.
In the future, we plan on working on how to automatically
arrive at practical synchronization skeletons from our trace-based
collectors, as well as relax the atomicity constraints in the current
skeleton algorithm.

A. Proofs
7. Related Work
In previous work [43] we observed a common structure between
concurrent collectors and suggested that they can possibly be
viewed as instances of a more abstract collector. However, the

In the following, we abuse notation and use the Kleene star to
denote the transitive closure of objects reachable from a given set
of objects. For example, we write S ∗ to denote all objects that are
transitively reachable from the set of objects S.

A.1 Collector Invariants and Proof Methodology
The correctness of algorithms in our framework hinges on expose(l)
exposing all hidden origins. An algorithm in our framework is correct if and only if the following invariants hold immediately after
computing the set of origins by performing expose(l):
I-Invariant expose(l) contains all unmarked objects in IS pointedto by a marked object.
D-Invariant any unmarked object in DS is either returned by
expose(l) or is reachable from a DS object in expose(l) by
a path of objects in DS.
These invariants imply the intuitive notion of the algorithm
marking a superset of all objects which are required to determine
correct transitive reachability.
Our proofs work by showing that the transformations preserve
the above invariants. We will denote as C1 the algorithm before the
transformation is applied to a single object o, and C2 , the algorithm
after the transformation is applied. The proofs use the correctness
of C1 to show the correctness of C2 . Moreover, the correctness
proofs also show that C1 is more precise than C2 .
We compare the executions of C1 and C2 starting from the same
initial heap H, sequence of mutations M , and set of roots R.
In our framework, algorithms only differ in their expose(l)
function and therefore we compare their executions by comparing the corresponding expose(l) at the point of divergence of the
two traces (that is, when pending is empty). For all transformations except white-to-yellow, the divergence point occurs when the
mark() procedure has finished and the algorithms proceed into
the addOrigins() procedure and compute expose(l).
Let exposeC1 denote the origins computed by C1 and exposeC2
the origins computed by C2 with the same log l.
Certainly, if exposeC1 = exposeC2 , then the algorithms do
not diverge and they can continue to execute in a lock-step. If
throughout the entire execution, the algorithms do not diverge, then
the execution of C2 is identical to the execution of C1 and hence is
shown to be correct. Intuitively, in this case, the algorithms are of
the same precision.
However, if exposeC1 6= exposeC2 , the following invariants
hold (we use the subscripts C1 and C2 to denote the various sets in
C1 and C2 respectively):
• markedC1 = markedC2
• the I-invariant and the D-invariant hold for C1

The first step to showing that C2 is correct is proving that
I- and D- invariants hold for C2 at the point of expose. For all
transformations but the protection-transformation, we prove this
by showing that exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2 . This also shows that
C1 ⊑ C2 .
The second step of the proof involves reasoning about the continuation of C2 . That is, we need to find a corresponding witness
trace which is also correct so that at the next point of expose,
we can repeat this process. In all proofs except the protection and
white-to-yellow transformations, the correct witness trace is basically the restart of C1 with the origins resulting from exposeC2 of
C2 . The C1 algorithm can be restarted with the new state, because
the I- and D- invariants are preserved by the transformations.

The application of this transformation on object o potentially
affects the marking decision for heap objects other than o, but does
not affect the marking decision for o itself. This is because the
transformation takes effect once object o ∈ marked and at least
one (o, f ield) ∈ W > .
For this transformation, the divergence point always occurs after
a call to expose in addOrigins().
Let P be the common prefix of C1 and C2 just before expose is
called with an interaction log l. At the point after the call to expose
where exposeC2 6= exposeC1 , the computation M − (x, P ) for
any object x ∈ IS indicates that any pointer installation to x into o
will be returned by expose, provided that at least one (o, f ield) ∈
W and not all fields of o ∈ W at the time of the mutator operation.
When object o is in that state, no destruction of a pointer to x in
o can affect M − (x, P ). This is indicated by the requirement for
(Pi .o, Pi .f ield) ∈ W < (pre(P, i)) in M − (x, P ).
In addition, operations on objects in DS also affect the return
of expose. If a mutator stores a pointer to an object d ∈ DS
into (o, f ield) ∈ W, and the mutator subsequently destroys that
pointer to d, then this pointer would not be returned by exposeC1 .
However, such a mutation sequence would cause the object d to be
returned by exposeC2 .
The above discussion applies when o ∈ LR. In the case where
o ∈ SR, and we are manipulating a pointer to an object in IS,
exposeC1 = exposeC2 . It is only possible that more rescanning
work will be done in exposeC2 for o, but this will not affect the
result of exposeC2 . However, this is not the case when target
objects in DS are manipulated. Even if o ∈ SR, all d ∈ DS
removed from o will be returned by exposeC2 as indicated by
exposed(P ).
Either way, at the poing of divergence (where pending(C2 ) is
empty), exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2 . This is also the necessary condition to establish that C1 ⊑ C2 . However, the converse statement
clearly does not hold, that is, C2 6⊑ C1 .
It is worth noting that although exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2 , we
cannot detect whether the objects in exposeC2 - exposeC1 are
unreachable. We have constructed examples which show that it is
possible for all such objects to be unreachable or for all objects to
be reachable or for the mix of the two to occur. However, because
exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2 , we can deduce that at the point in the
trace right after the call to expose in C2 , the I- and D- invariants
are satisfied. This is clear because the invariants are satisfied at the
same point in expose of C1 and by the subset relation we can now
trivially conclude that they also hold at the corresponding point in
C2 since adding pointers cannot cause an invariant violation.
Because the invariants are satisfied at this point, we can restart
the execution of C1 with the origins as returned by exposeC2 .
Additional origins cannot violate the invariants and we therefore
consider this to be a safe witness trace. We compare the possible
continuations of C2 to the restarted trace of C1 with additional
origins. However, from this point on, all fields of o ∈ W < and
o ∈ marked. That is, o will behave identically in both, the set
of restarted C1 traces versus the set of traces representing the
continuations of C2 . Subsequently, the traces of the safe restarted
algorithm of C1 are exactly the same as the continuations of C2 and
hence we can deduce that C2 is correct. Additionally, because the
continued traces are the same, exposeC1 on any subsequent state
of C2 will be the same as exposeC2 when pending(C2 ) is empty
and thus satisfy C1 ⊑ C2 .

A.2 Wavefront Abstraction
The following proof shows the correctness of the wavefront abstraction transformation which takes a single object o ∈ F L in C1
and moves that object so that o ∈ OL in C2 . It also shows that C2
is less precise than C1 according to 4.1.
Proof:(Theorem 5.2) (sketch)

A.3 Collection by Counting
The following proof shows the correctness of the rescanning-toinfinite counting transformation which takes a single object o ∈
SR in C1 and moves that object so that o ∈ LR in C2 assuming

IS = C∞ . It also shows that C2 is less precise than C1 according
to 4.1.
Proof:(Theorem 5.5) (sketch)
Similarly to the wavefront abstraction, this transformation affects the marking decision for heap objects other than o, but does
not affect the marking decision for o. The transformation takes effect when pointers to IS objects are stored in o.
Let P be the common prefix between C1 and C2 right before the
point of divergence (right before expose) with an interaction log l.
If o ∈ SR, the M + and M − computations are not activated. That
is, the proposition Pi .o ∈ LR will be evaluated to false. Therefore,
the intermediate installations to objects ∈ IS into a rescanned
object o or intermediate deletions from o of objects ∈ IS do not
affect the mutator count (M ) computation for these objects. That
is, exposer (l) returns only the objects ∈ IS pointed to from o at
the time of the call.
In the case where o ∈ LR and o ∈ F L, exposeC1 =
exposeC2 . This the case where o maintains a precise wavefront. Although, M − and M + computations are activated because
o ∈ LR, the intermediate installations cannot affect the result
of exposeC2 . That is, exposeC2 will always return precisely the
pointers to IS objects residing in o at the time of the call to expose.
In the case where o ∈ OL, that is, when the wavefront for o
is imprecise, a superset of the pointers to IS objects stored in o
will be returned by exposeC2 . That is because, even if inifinite
count is available for an IS object stored in o, we can no longer
decrement its count if the removal occurs when object o is being
processed (i.e. in a state where some of its fields are processed but
not all fields of o are processed yet). With C1 , where o ∈ OL and
o ∈ SR, an imprecise wavefront can only cause additional work,
but cannot affect the result of exposeC1 .
Therefore, we obtain exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2 at the divergence
point and I- and D- invariants are satisfied. We have now shown the
required condition for precision and therefore we can establish that
C1 ⊑ C2 . The converse statement does not and therefore C2 6⊑ C1 .
Similarly to the wavefront abstration, we cannot detect whether
the objects in exposeC2 - exposeC1 are reachable or not. However,
one difference is that in this transformation, objects in DS are not
affected. That is, exposeC1 ∧ DS = exposeC2 ∧ DS. Effectively,
exposeC2 − exposeC1 ∈ IS. This is because both C1 and C2 are
working with the same wavefront and hence exposed(l) in C1 and
C2 are identical.
After the first divergence point where the invariants still hold,
the reasoning is the same as in the wavefront abstraction since
object o ∈ marked and o ∈ W < and hence even if o ∈ OL,
o cannot create further differentiation in the continuations of C2
versus the restarted traces of C1 (recall that the ’difference’ for
this transformation occurs only because of an imprecise wavefront
for object o). Similarly, because the continued traces are the same,
C1 ⊑ C2 cannot be violated.

Mk−1 (o, l) = ∞ in which case o ∈ exposeC2 and o ∈
/ exposeC1
and hence exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2 . Hence, at the point where
pending is empty, exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2 and therefore we can
establish that C1 ⊑ C2 . The converse statement does not and
therefore C2 6⊑ C1 .
The restarting portion is similar to the wavefront in the sense
that because object o is returned by exposeC2 , it will be marked
in C2 and hence it will have no further effect when comparing
continuations of C2 versus safe restarted traces of C1 . Similarly,
because the continued traces are the same, C1 ⊑ C2 cannot be
violated.

A.4 Abstraction of Mutator Count

Case II - exposeC2 ⊆ exposeC1 : This case occurs when o =
exposeC1 − exposeC2 . This situation can arise when the mutators
have not removed a pointer to the transformed object o ahead of
the wavefront, that is, from (source, f ield) ∈ W < . However, the
mutators have installed pointers to the transformed object o behind
the wavefront, that is, in (source, f ield) ∈ W > , which results in
Mk (o, P ) > 0.
Because of the D* invariant in C2 , we know that there must
exist at least one object p ∈ exposeC2 such that p ∈ DS and o
is reachable from p via a sequence of objects ∈ DS. Therefore,
because exposeC2 = exposeC1 \ o and the D- invariant holds for
o, it is clear that C2 satisfies both invariants at this point. However,
we cannot say that at this point C1 ⊑ C2 and therefore we cannot
apply the precision definition 4.1 to this case. Instead, because of

The following proof shows the correctness of the mutator count
abstraction on a single object o ∈ IS. The transformation takes a
single object o ∈ Ck and moves that object to the set Ck−1 in C2 .
It also shows that C2 is less precise than C1 according to 4.1.
Proof:(Theorem 5.7) (sketch)
The proof follows the same lines as the proofs for the previous
two transformations. The difference however is that at the point of
divergence, exposeC2 − exposeC1 = o. That is, the difference is a
single object rather than a set of objects.
The traces which cause a divergence point between C1 and C2
are due to installations of a pointer to o into (f ield, source) ∈
W > . At the point before calling expose, there exists a common prefix P with a log l, which results in Mk (o, l) = 0 and

A.5 Counting to Snapshot
The following proof shows the correctness of the protection transformation on a single object o. In C1 , o ∈ IS, while in C2 ,
o ∈ DS. This transformation is the only one which changes the
invariant mapping between objects. That is, in C1 , object o satisfies the I- invariant while in C2 , o satisfies the D- invariant. It also
shows that C2 is weakly less precise than C1 according to 5.11.
Proof:(Theorem 5.12) (sketch)
Let P denote the common prefix trace with log l before the
divergence point. With this transformation, it is possible to obtain
two cases: one where exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2 and another where
exposeC2 ⊆ exposeC1 .
Case I - exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2 : This case occurs when a
pointer to the transformed object o ∈ DS has been removed
from a (source, f ield) ∈
/ W < . Therefore, o ∈ exposeC2 . However, in C1 , o ∈ IS and o will be returned by exposeC1 only if
Mk (o, P ) > 0. That is, in C2 , o is returned by expose unconditionally, while in C2 , there is a condition that o’s count is positive.
Therefore, in this scheme, if exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2 , then o =
exposeC2 \exposeC1 and since the invariants are satisfied in C1 at
this point, it is clear that they are satisfied in C2 as well. In addition,
o satisfies the D-invariant in C2 . Since exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2
when pending is empty, in this case, we can say that C1 ⊑ C2 and
C2 6⊑ C1 .
Similarly to the previous transformations we cannot actually detect whether o is actually reachable. We have constructed complex
examples showing that o can be both floating garbage as well as
live at the divergence point.
The restarting argument is the same as the previous transformations : object o will be marked by C2 and therefore cannot affect the
invariants and restarting C1 with the roots returned by exposeC2
is safe. In effect, the original algorithm C1 continues with the additional roots returned by exposeC2 . Since o is marked in both
the continuations of C2 and the restarted traces of C1 , there can
be no further divergence points and therefore C2 is safe. Similarly,
because the continued traces are the same, C1 ⊑ C2 cannot be
violated.

the D* invariant, we know that exposeC1 (l)⋆ = exposeC2 (l)⋆ and
therefore C1 E C2 .
However, unlike case I, it is not possible to restart C1 with the
origins as returned by exposeC2 . Restarting C1 requires placing o
back into IS and this would be incorrect since it would lead to a
violation of the I- invariant in C1 . This is because Mk (o, P ) may be
> 0 at this point, i.e. o could be reachable from (source, f ield) ∈
W < yet o ∈
/ exposeC2 . Therefore, moving o from DS into IS in
order to restart C1 is unsafe.
Instead of restarting at the point of divergence, C2 can continue
its operation in a lock step with C1 despite the fact that C1 will
mark the transformed object o right after the call to exposeC1 ,
while C2 will not mark that object in addOrigins(). However,
besides the marking of o, the traces have no other difference. At
some point in the exection of C2 before the next expose point is
reached, either C2 will encounter o and mark it, or a path from an
object in DS will be destroyed and C2 will not encounter o. In
the case where C2 marks o, the traces of C1 and C2 will become
identical after this point. In the case where C2 reaches expose
before marking o, C1 would not have yet reached expose as it
has to process o before doing so. In this execution however, we
know that the invariants hold just before the call to exposeC2 . This
is because C1 and C2 have been running nearly identical traces
except with the marking of o in C1 . However, C1 has not yet started
processing the object, i.e. f ields(o) ∈
/ W > and therefore it could
not have had transitive affect on other objects stored in o or deleted
from o. Also, even if object o became unreachable, it is already
marked and will be processed in C1 . At any rate, the result of
exposeC2 at the point where pending is empty will be a superset
to the result of exposeC1 if we had executed it on the trace of C2
up to that point. That is, the invariants after the call to exposeC2
are satisfied.
Clearly, because the invariants are satisfied in C1 as well, we
can continue the C1 execution with the additional roots returned by
exposeC2 as additional pointers cannot violate the invariants. This
process continues until either o is reached in the tracing phase and
marked by C2 or o is returned by exposeC2 in which case it will
be marked. Once o is marked, the next expose of C1 and C2 will
return identical results the algorithms will behave identically.
A.6 White to Yellow
The following proof shows the correctness of the white to yellow
transformation which takes a single object o ∈ W C in C1 and
moves that object so that o ∈ Y C in C2 . Also, o ∈ IS for both
algorithms and o ∈ F L. It also shows that C2 is less precise than
C1 according to 4.1.
Proof:(Theorem 5.13) (sketch) Similarly to the wavefront abstraction, the application of this transformation on object o can potentially affect other heap objects. However, unlike wavefront, this
transformation is activated before o ∈ marked. That is, the effect
of the transformation can take place immediately after the object
is allocated. This implies that unlike wavefront, object o can be affected as well (i.e. a cyclic pointer can be installed in o).
For this transformation, the divergence points can occur in two
places: (i) after the call to expose in addOrigins(), and (ii)
when the collector marks o in its tracing phase.
In the first case, because o ∈
/ marked, no (o, f ield) ∈ W > .
However, it is possible to obtain a divergence point in C2 if ∃ an
object q such that q ∈ IS and q ∈ Ck . It is then possible to
find a common prefix P such that Mk (q, P ) = ∞ in C2 while
Mk (q, P ) = 0 in C1 . Such traces lead to exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2
because in C1 no fields of o have been processed yet and therefore
o cannot affect Mk (q, P ).
In the second case, o is encountered and marked in the tracing
phase or is returned by expose in addOrigins(). In either case,

both, C1 and C2 will mark o, but C2 will not place o’s field in
pending as yellow allocated objects are not traced through in order
to guarantee termination without requiring a stop-the-world phase
to retrace the whole heap.
At this stage, similarly to case (ii) of the protection transformation, although a divergence point has occured, the algorithms can
keep running in a lock-step. In effect, for every trace of t2 ∈ C2 ,
before exposeC2 , there exists a trace t1 ∈ C1 such that t2 is a
subtrace of t1, where the only difference between t1 and t2 is the
value of the pending set, that is pending(C1 ) = pending(C2 ) ∪
f ields(o). When C2 reaches expose, the invaraints certainly hold
for both C1 and C2 at their corresponding points in the trace. For
C1 , that point will be just before fetching the next field of o from
pending. The reason is that marked(C1 ) = marked(C2 ) and
exposeC2 contains all objects ∈ IS pointed to from o. An important observation here is that we are not interested in objects in DS
pointed to from o. Those objects are installed in o during this cycle
and hence not rescanning o in order to return them in exposeC2
cannot violate the D- invariant. That is, their destruction cannot
cause the violation of the D* invariant for objects ∈ DS.
Because the invariants are satisfied for C2 , we can restart C1
with the new state as returned by exposeC2 . After the restart, the
algorithms behave identically because o is marked and processed.
The precision reasoning here is very similar to other transformation which affect only objects in IS such as wavefront. When
we reach pending being empty in C2 , exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2
and hence C1 ⊑ C2 .
A.7 Yellow to Black
The following proof shows the correctness of the yellow to black
transformation which takes a single object o ∈ Y C in C1 and
moves that object o to BC in C2 . Also, o ∈ IS for both algorithms
as o is a newly allocated object for this collector cycle. It also shows
that C2 is less precise than C1 according to 4.1.
Proof:(Theorem 5.14) (sketch) The proof for this transformation is
simpler than the previous transformations. It shows how given any
trace t2 ∈ C2 , we can find a corresponding trace t1 in C1 such that
marked(t1 ) ⊂ marked(t2 ).
After o is allocated, the effect of o on other objects in the heap
is identical for both C1 and C2 . However, the traces for C2 and C1
diverge since marked(t1 ) = marked(t2 ) \ o at that point. From
this point on however, we can match every step of t2 to a step in t1 .
If C1 encounters o and marks it, then, from that point, the
suffixes of t1 and t2 are identical and marked(t1 ) = marked(t2 ).
However, after allocating o, it is possible that the object is
made unreachable and will not be encountered further by C1 .
For example, o can be stored in (source, f ield) ∈
/ W > and
subsequently removed from that same field (source, f ield) ∈
/
W > . In that case exposeC1 = exposeC2 for all subsequent calls
to expose and marked(t2) = marked(t1 ) \ o after the algorithm
terminates.
However, it is possible to obtain a case where o ∈ exposeC1
and exposeC1 = exposeC2 , but o has not yet been marked in
C1 . In that case, o will be marked subsequently after the call
to expose in addOrigins() in C1 and right after marking it
marked(t1 ) = marked(t2 ). The suffixes of t1 and t2 after this
point will be identical.
Therefore, for any trace t2 ∈ C2 we can find the corresponding
trace t1 ∈ C1 which marks less objects. More precisely if t1
markes less objects than t2, than marked(t2) = marked(t1) ∪ o.
Because object o is marked as soon as it is allocated in C2 ,
exposeC2 can return that object at any point (it will be eliminated immediately from consideration when origins are computed. Alternatively, expose can be extended to return a marked o
as part of its result. Either way, when exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2 , then
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the converted object is live or not at the point where expose is
performed.
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exposeC1 = exposeC2 ∪o and otherwise exposeC1 = exposeC2 .
Therefore, when pending(C2 ) is empty, exposeC1 ⊆ exposeC2
and hence C1 ⊑ C2 .

B. Examples: Counting to Snapshot
The following two examples illustrate the two cases in the countinto-snapshot transformation. The first example shows how one can
obtain exposeC1 ⊂ exposeC2 (case I), and the second example
shows how we can arrive at exposeC2 ⊂ exposeC1 (case II).
B.1 CASE I
Consider the top sequence depicted in Fig.5 where A ∈ DS,
B ∈ DS, C ∈ IS and D is the transformed objects, that is,
D ∈ IS in C1 and D ∈ DS in C2 . Object A has been marked
and scanned.
In the first interleaving (top sequence), at the divergence point
(after the fourth step), we get exposeC1 = {C} and exposeC2 =
{C, D}. Note that exposeC2 \ exposeC1 = {D}. In this example,
object D is live.
In the second interleaving (bottom sequence), at the divergence point (after the second step), we get exposeC1 = ∅ and
exposeC2 = {D}. Note again that exposeC2 \ exposeC1 = {E}.
However, in this case object D is dead.
These two examples demonstrate how we can arrive at exposeC1 ⊂
exposeC2 and moreover that we cannot deduce whether the converted object is live or not at the point where expose is performed.
B.2 CASE II
Consider the sequence depicted in Fig.6 where A ∈ DS, B ∈ DS,
C ∈ DS and D is the transformed object, that is, D ∈ IS in C1
and D ∈ DS in C2 . Object A has been marked and scanned.
At the divergence point (the pointer after the 3rd step in the
figure), we get exposeC1 = {C, D} because a pointer to C is
removed ahead of the wavefront and a pointer to D ∈ IS is
installed behind the wavefront. We also get exposeC2 = {C}. We
do not get D because D in C2 is ∈ DS and no pointer to it has
been destroyed. Note that exposeC1 \ exposeC2 = {D}.
In this example, object D is live because it is pointed to from
object A. However, if the pointer from A to D was destroyed,
exposeC2 would not have returned D since that pointer is behind
the wavefront and it is possible that D has become dead.
This example shows how we can arrive at exposeC2 ⊂
exposeC1 . It also demonstrates that we cannot reason whether
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